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Piano Concerto No. 5
in E-flat Major, Op. 73 "Emperor"

Ludwig van Beethoven
(1770-1827)

Allegro
Adagio un poco mosso
Rondo. Allegro
Hae-Young Yoo, soloist
Marlon Chen, conductor
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INTERMISSION

•
Symphony No.1 in F Minor, Op.10
Allegretto - Allegro non troppo
Allegro
Lento
Lento - Allegro molto

Dmitri Shostakovich
(1906-1975)
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In consideration of the performers and members of the audience, please
check audible paging devices with the ushers and silence audible timepieces.
The taking of photographs and use of recording equipment are prohibited.
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Tzu-Chun Chen
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Stephen Lamb
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WINDS, BRASS, AND PERCUSSION LISTED ALPHABETICALLY.
STRING SEATING CHANGES WITH EACH CONCERT.

PROGRAM NOTES
Roman Carnival Overture .

. Hector Berlioz

Berlioz is perhaps best known for his Symphonie Fantastique, which
was premiered in Paris in 1830. The Roman Carnival Overture and the
Symphonie Fantastique have something in common in that Berlioz used
material from an early opera of his, Les Franc-Juges, in both works. This
particular overture was composed in 1843 as an afterthought to introduce
the second act of the composer's opera Benvenuto Cellini. Unfortunately
this opera received a rather substandard performance at its premiere, and
the Roman Carnival Overture became more popular than the opera itself.
The Overture was premiered as an independent concert work by Berlioz in
Paris in 1844. The composer had only one rehearsal to prepare the piece,
and that rehearsal included no woodwind players. The wind players had
been away on National Guard duty, and so they had to sight-read the piece
in the performance. Despite these disadvantages, which would strike fear
into the hearts of even today's performers, the work was a success and remains an important part of the symphonic repertoire. In addition to a quote
from the hymn section of Les Franc-Juges, Berlioz uses a dance known
as the saltarello to lend brilliance to this piece, a characteristic of his wellknown talent for orchestration. Other writers have suggested that the lightheartedness of the overture is reminiscent of his stay in Italy, where he lived
during 1831-32 after winning the coveted Prix de Rome for composition.
After a brief introduction at a lively tempo, the haunting melody from
Les Franc-Juges appears in the English horn, accompanied by string pizzicati. The melody is then played by the strings in a truly Romantic wave of
sound. Eventually, the strings perform the rapid saltarello theme with accompaniment by interjecting woodwinds. The now triumphant opera tune
is added to this dance tempo, with the trombones stating the melody, before
the piece hurtles to a loud and climactic finish. The jovial nature of this
work no doubt brings about the same enthusiastic response today as it did
in Paris over 150 years ago.
Piano Concerto No. 5 in .
E-jlat Major, Op. 73 "Emperor"

. Ludwig van Beethoven

Beethoven's last piano concerto was composed in 1809 as the French
were besieging Vienna. It is highly unlikely, however, that the work's popular name "Emperor " had anything to do with this event, and critics have
suggested that Beethoven would not have approved of such a title. The key
of E-flat (the same key as Beethoven's third symphony, "Eroica") does suggest, however, a certain nobility and majestic approach, and those qualities
are certainly present. Beethoven composed concertos for his own performance, and particularly his last two piano concertos are on quite a large
scale. The "Emperor" concerto was premiered not by Beethoven, but by
Carl Czerny in Vienna three years after its composition. Czerny (1791-1857)
was a piano student of the composer, and is known for his studies in piano
technique and other works for the instrument. Beethoven dedicated the concerto to Archduke Rudolph, youngest son of Emperor Leopold II, who was
a lifelong friend and patron, in addition to being his pupil.
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In this work, Beethoven retains the standard classical concerto form of
three movements, but in true Beethoven style, expands these forms to incorporate his individual expressive range and harmonic innovations. Also unusual
in this form is the appearance of a cadenza in the piano part before the orchestra's exposition begins in the first movement. The poignant second movement contains many exposed piano and woodwind passages that require great
sensitivity on the part of the performers. These contribute to making this
movement one of Beethoven's most moving statements. The piano leads the
way into the third movement with a transformation from a subdued character
into the lively rondo theme. An orchestral tutti follows, and the movement is
well on its way. What is especially important to note about the writing of this
well-known concerto is that the piano is not always treated as a solo instrument, but rather as an integrated member of the orchestra. This makes the
piece one offull sonorities and clever orchestration, with the piano aiding
in the development of themes rather than merely stating them. There is no
absence of virtuosic writing for the soloist, however, and all these aspects
combine to produce a piece that emphasizes Beethoven's legendary compositional brilliance.
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. Dmitri Shostakovich

The first of Shostakovich's fifteen symphonies already incorporates characteristic elements of his style in embryonic form. Although living at the time
when composers such as Schoenberg and Stravinsky were active in modern
forms of composition that rejected the tonality and emotionalism of the Romantic era, Shostakovich composed in an expressive tonal manner and yet did
not ever sound stale in this idiom. This symphony was composed when he was
only nineteen years of age as a requirement for his graduation examination
at the Leningrad Conservatory. It was first performed in Leningrad on May
12, 1926, and enjoyed great success, not only in his home country, but in the
other countries in which it was performed.
The first movement opens confidently with material that suggests the influence of Hindemith and Prokofiev, whose works the young composer must
have heard. The form of the movement is the traditional sonata form and
makes use of clarinet and flute solos, often against string pizzicato accompaniment, to state the main themes. The scherzo-like second movement is where
one hears the piano, a rather unconventional choice in the symphonic scoring
of the past. It is here that we are reminded that Shostakovich was an accomplished pianist and played in a dance band in his youth. The woodwind section also plays an important role in this movement, and serves to introduce
the quieter theme in the slower central section of the piece. This theme is
later re-scored for the horns and trumpets, and together with the material
of the opening section, combines to end the movement. Intense melancholy
characterizes the third movement, which begins with a long oboe solo. The
rest of the movement is based mainly on this solo, with some new material introduced by the oboe; eventually the initial idea is recalled by the first violin.
The movement ends with a drum roll that acts as a link to the finale, which also
begins with a mood ofplaintive sadness. This mood is quickly replaced with
the vitality one would expect from the last movement of a symphony. The third
movement's intensity is recalled twice in episodes in this movement before the
prevailing key of F minor is replaced with F major for the closing coda.
- Notes by Marie Jorritsma

BIOGRAPHIES
Born in Seoul, Korea, HAE-YOUNG YOO has been a top prize winner
of several competitions, such as the Yook-Young Music Competition, the Teenager Piano Competition, and the Joong-Ang Music Competition. In 1993 she
was selected by Music Journal as Best Young Musician of the Year. After graduating sum.ma cum laude from Yonsei University, she began her studies for
the Master of Music degree at Indiana University, studying with Menahem
Pressler, where she won the Mozart Concerto Competition. Her homecoming
recital received such acclaim that the Korean critics extended an unprecedented invitation to give an encore performance.
In addition to performing many solo and chamber music recitals, she has
toured as a soloist with orchestras such as the Leningrad Symphony Orchestra, the Romania National Symphony Orchestra, the Rzesew Philharmonic
Orchestra in Poland, the Seoul Chamber Orchestra, the Seoul Symphony Orchestra, the KBS Orchestra, Yonsei University Symphony Orchestra, Busan
City Symphony Orchestra, Indiana University Festival Orchestra, and the
European Master Orchestra. She was featured in a Carnegie Hall series,
which celebrated the bicentennial of Mozart's death, and was part of an
American-Korean Concert Tour with the New York Chamber Orchestra. Ms.
Yoo taught at Yonsei University before returning to the US. to begin work on
her Doctor of Musical Arts degree under Robert Roux at the Shepherd School
of Music. Ms. Yoo performs this evening as a winner of the 1999-2000
Shepherd School Concerto Competition .
MARLON CHEN is currently in his third year as a graduate conducting
student of Larry Rachleff at the Shepherd School of Music. A native of Taiwan,
Mr. Chen immigrated to the US. at the age of eight. A resident ofHouston for
eighteen years, he attended the High School for the Performing and Visual
Arts. He studied clarinet at the University of Michigan and graduated with a
Bachelor of Arts degree in music in 1995. In the summer of 1999 he attended
the Aspen Music Festival and participated in the conducting seminar of Murry
Sid/in and David Zinman. This past summer Mr. Chen studied opera conducting with Italian conductor Gianluigi Gelmenti at the Accademia Chigiana in
Siena, Italy.

UPCOMING ORCHESTRA CONCERTS
Saturday, November 11, 8:00 p.m. - SHEPHERD SCHOOL CHAMBER ORCHESTRA
Sergiu Luca , leader and guest conductor PROGRAM: Mozart-Divertimento for
Strings and Two Horns in D Major, K. 334; Veress - Four Transylvanian Dances
for Strings; and Haydn - Symphony No. I 00 in G Major, "Military."
Stude Concert Hall. Free admission.
Thursday, December 7, 8:00 p.m. - SHEPHERD SCHOOL CHAMBER ORCHESTRA
and the RICE CHORALE Larry Rachleff, conductor Thomas Jaber, conductor
PROGRAM: Corigliano - Fern Hill; Vaughan Williams - Serenade to Music;
Ravel - Pavane; and Prokofiev - Classical Symphony, Op. 25.
Stude Concert Hall. Free admission.
Friday, December 8, 8:00 p.m. - SHEPHERD SCHOOL SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
Larry Rachleff, conductor PROGRAM: Russell Sarre - Walla[ Downs (Premiere)
(David In-Jae Cho, guest conductor); Copland - Four Dance Episodes from Rodeo;
and Dvorak - Symphony No. 9 in E Minor, Op. 95, "From the New World."
Stude Concert Hall. Free admission.
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